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ABSTRACT
A noncontact method to determine the thermal diffusivity of biomaterials is derived theoretically and dem-
onstrated experimentally. Assuming that the initial three-dimensional temperature distribution in the bioma-
terial immediately following pulsed laser irradiation can be separated into lateral and longitudinal factors, a
convolution equation is derived that relates a pair of infrared emission images to the lateral thermal point
spread function. Pairs of infrared emission images recorded following pulsed laser irradiation are used in
combination with a nonlinear least-squares algorithm to determine the lateral thermal point spread function
and thus the thermal diffusivity of the biomaterial. Sequences of infrared emission images recorded following
pulsed laser irradiation are used to determine thermal diffusivity (0.10360.007 mm2/s) of an in vitro type I
hydrated collagen film. Application of the method to in vivo tissues is discussed.

Key Words radiometry; biomaterials; thermal diffusivity; collagen.

1 INTRODUCTION

Thermal diffusivity (x) is an important physical pa-
rameter that determines the spatial extent of heat
transport in the presence of a temperature gradient.
Determination of x in biomaterials is important for
various biomedical applications. For example, the
successful therapeutic outcome of many laser surgi-
cal procedures relies on selective absorption of ra-
diation to destroy or transform targeted absorbers
by thermal-induced protein denaturation; knowl-
edge of x, therefore, is essential to understand and
accurately predict the incident light dose necessary
to maximize damage to the target while at the same
time minimizing nonspecific injury to adjacent
structures.
Determination of x requires a technique to mea-

sure temperature (or an equivalent quantity) in re-
sponse to an artificially induced thermal gradient at
discrete positions in the biomaterial. In addition, a
physical model of heat transfer associated with the
measurement is required to interpret data and de-
duce thermal diffusivity. Bowman, Cravalho, and
Woods1 identified three general classes of tech-

niques to determine thermal diffusivity in biomate-
rials using probes that are (1) invasive, (2) semi-
invasive, and (3) noninvasive. In their
characterization, a probe can either function to in-
duce a thermal gradient (stimulator) and/or mea-
sure temperature response (detector). A primary
disadvantage of invasive or semi-invasive probes is
the measurement artifacts introduced by mechani-
cal and/or thermal trauma. The introduction of
novel laser sources and high-performance infrared
detectors has led to the development of completely
noninvasive methods to determine various thermo-
physical properties of biomaterials.2

We present a noncontact method provided by in-
frared imaging radiometry to determine thermal
diffusivity of a biomaterial from radiometric tem-
perature measurements following pulsed laser irra-
diation. The method is based on estimating the lat-
eral thermal point spread function by a nonlinear
least-squares algorithm using as input data pairs of
recorded infrared emission images. First, the theory
of the method is derived, including effects of heat
diffusion and inherent limitations of the infrared fo-
cal plane array (IR-FPA) camera system. Second, in-
frared emission image pairs of an in vitro hydrated
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type I collagen film are used to estimate the lateral
thermal point spread function and thus determine
thermal diffusivity.

2 THEORY
We derive an integral equation that relates the time
evolution of measured infrared emission images
[DM(x ,y ,t)] of a biomaterial following pulsed laser
irradiation to the initial three-dimensional tempera-
ture increase [DT32D(x ,y ,z ,t=0)]. When lateral and
longitudinal components of DT32D(x ,y ,z ,t 5 0) are
separable, a recorded infrared emission image
@DM(x ,y ,t2)# can be expressed as a convolution of
the lateral thermal point spread function @Kr(Dt
5 t2 2 t1)# and DM(x ,y ,t1) at an earlier time
(t1,t2). Pairs of recorded infrared emission images
in combination with a modified Levenberg–
Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm are
used to determine Kr and thus determine thermal
diffusivity of the biomaterial.
For the purpose of deriving the integral equation,

we use a rectilinear coordinate system (Figure 1)
and assume that a d pulse of energy q[J] is released
within a semi-infinite medium (depth z=z0 , time
t=0) that represents a biomaterial in thermal equi-
librium. We seek the space–time-dependent tem-
perature increase (DTd) by solving the bioheat
equation,

“

2~DTd!2
1
x

]~DTd!

]t
2

Q
x

DTd

5
q/rC

x
d~t !d~x !d~y !d~z2z0!. (1)

In Eq. (1) Q [1/s] represents the volume fraction
of perfused blood per unit time and in general may
depend not only on position but the biomaterial it-
self; rC (J/m3·K) is the product of specific heat ca-
pacity (C) (J/kg·K) and density (r) (kg/m3);
x(m2/s) is the thermal diffusivity of a homogeneous
biomaterial.
To solve Eq.~1!, we assume a Robin-type boundary

condition,

k
]~DTd!

]z U
z50

5hDTduz50 , (2)

in which k (W/m·K) is thermal conductivity and
the heat loss coefficient, h(W/m2·K), represents the
combined radiative and/or convective thermal en-
ergy losses at the air–surface interface.
Solution of the bioheat equation [DTd(j ,h ,z ,t)]

represents the temperature increase above ambient
values at position (j,h,z) and time (t) in response to
a d pulse of energy released at position (0,0,z0) and
time t=0.

DTd~j ,h ,z ,t !5
~q/rC !e2Qt

~4pxt !3/2
e2~j21h2!/4p

•H e2~z2z0!2/4xt1e2~z1z0!2/4xt

3F12
h
k

A4pxt erfcx~u !G J ,
where

u5
z1z0

2 Axt
1
h
k

Axt (3)

and erfcx(u)=exp(u2)erfc(u), where erfc(·) is the
complementary error function [1−erf(·)]. Further-
more, we have assumed that the volume fraction of
perfused blood per unit time (Q) is uniform over
the region of interest.

DTd represents a temperature increase in the bio-
material above equilibrium levels. In many bioma-
terials such as in vivo human skin, the equilibrium
temperature distribution is not homogeneous and
oftentimes exhibits a gradient normal to the surface
(i.e., dT/dz>0). In these cases, our analysis remains
valid if thermal excitation [represented on the right-
hand side of Eq. (1)] does not interfere with the
normal physiological regulatory mechanisms sus-
taining thermal equilibrium.
Thermal excitation of the biomaterial gives rise to

increased radiometric temperatures; at each posi-
tion in the biomaterial we assume local thermal
equilibrium is attained. In addition, we assume in-
frared emission is absorbed exponentially and that
the infrared absorption coefficient (mir) is indepen-
dent of depth and constant over relevant tempera-
ture changes (Figure 1). If the change in infrared
emission at the biomaterial surface due to an infini-
tesimal volume of excess thermal energy (with unit
temperature difference above the background level)
located at position (j,h,z) is a linear function of
DTd , the corresponding radiometric temperature
increase is

m ire
2m irzd~x2j!d~y2h!. (4a)

By integrating the excess thermal energy over the
entire biomaterial volume, the relative increase in
infrared emission is

Fig. 1 Geometry assumed in the analysis to determine thermal
diffusivity. DR(x,y,t) is the radiometric temperature increase in re-
sponse to thermal excitation at coordinate position (0,0,z0). Infra-
red emission due to temperature increase [DTd] at position (j,h,z) is
exponentially attenuated (e2m irz) upon exit from the biomaterial.
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KT}m irE E E
j ,h ,z

e2m irzd~x2j!

3d~y2h!DTd~j ,h ,z ,t !djdhdz . (4b)

For a d pulse of energy, q (depth z=z0 , time t=0),
substituting DTd(j ,h ,z ,t) [Eq. (3)] into Eq. (4b)
gives

KT}
e2Qt~q/rC !

4pxt
e2~x21y2!/4xt

m ir

2
e2z0

2/4xt

•H erfcx~u1!1erfcx~u2! 2
2~h/k!

~h/k!2m ir

3@erfcx~u1!2erfcx~u1!#J , (5)

where

u65m irAxt6
z0

2Axt
, u15

h
k

Axt1
z0

2Axt
. (6)

Since q/(rC) is proportional to the initial tempera-
ture increase at position (0,0,z0), KT is written

KT~x2j ,y2h ,z0 ,t !5Kr~x2j ,y2h ,t !•Kz~z0 ,t !,
(7)

where the expression for KT [Eq. (7)] consists of two
distinct terms [Eqs. (8a) and (8b)] that represent, re-
spectively, heat diffusion along lateral (Kr) and lon-
gitudinal (Kz) axes.

Kr~x ,y ,t !5
1

4pxt
e2~x21y2!/4xt (8a)

Kz~z0 ,t !5
m ir

2
e2Qte2z0

2/4xtH erfcx~u1!1erfcx~u2!

2
2~h/k!

~h/k!2m ir
@erfcx~u1!2erfcx~u1!#J .

(8b)

The effect of lateral (Kr) and longitudinal (Kz)
heat diffusion on the radiometric temperature in-
crease @DR(x ,y ,t)# can be understood by writing
Eq. (9) in terms of Kr and Kz ,

DR~x ,y ,t !5E E
z ,h

djdh•Kr~x2j ,y2h ,t !

•F E
z
dz•Kz~z ,t !•DT32D~j ,h ,z ,t50 !G .

(9)

Examination of Eq. (9) reveals that the transverse
distribution of a radiometric temperature increase
(i.e., x ,y dependence) is given by a convolution in-
tegral (in the j,h plane) containing the lateral ther-

mal point spread function (Kr) which represents
thermal diffusion parallel to the air–surface inter-
face. The relative amplitude of DR(x ,y ,t) is also re-
lated to an integral (i.e., bracketed term containing
Kz) which represents longitudinal thermal diffusion
perpendicular to the air–surface interface.
Because the radiometric temperature at the bio-

material surface is not measured directly, we ac-
count for inherent limitations of the IR-FPA camera
and write an infrared emission image [DM(x ,y ,t)]
as a two-dimensional convolution integral in terms
of DR(x ,y ,t),

DM~x ,y ,t !5E E
j ,h

Kc~x2j ,y2h!•DR~j ,h ,t !djdh .

(10)

The camera point spread function (Kc) includes ef-
fects of collection aperture size, lens aberrations,
and finite number and size of discrete IR-FPA de-
tector elements.
Our method for determining thermal diffusivity

requires that the initial three-dimensional tempera-
ture increase [DT32D(x ,y ,z ,t50)] be separated
into lateral [DT22D(x ,y ,t50)] and longitudinal
[DT12D(z ,t50)] factors,

DT32D~x ,y ,x ,t50 !5DT22D~x ,y ,t50 !

•DT12D~z ,t50 !. (11)

The separability assumption is satisfied when the
initial three-dimensional temperature increase is
generated by absorption of short pulsed laser radia-
tion and either: (1) absorption of normally incident
light is much stronger than scattering and thus
Beer’s law [i.e., DT32D(x ,y ,z ,t50)=DT0(x ,y)
e2maz] applies; or (2) subsurface chromophores are
identically heated and confined to a layer posi-
tioned at depth z0 [i.e., DT32D(x ,y ,z ,t50)
5 DT0(x ,y) • f(z 2 z0)]. The former case is realized
for long wavelength laser radiation (e.g., CO2 at
l=10.6 mm), which is strongly absorbed by protein
and water in biomaterials. Subsequently, we ana-
lyze the latter case which applies to an in vitro sys-
tem where subsurface chromophores are confined
to a single layer.
Given the separability assumption [Eq. (11)], ex-

pressions for the radiometric temperature increase
@DR(x ,y ,t), Eq. (9)] and camera point spread func-
tion @Kc , Eq. (10)], the infrared emission image is,

DM~x ,y ,t !5E
z
dz•Kz~z ,t !•DT12D~z ,t50 !

3E E
j ,h

djdh•~Kc0Kr!~x2j ,y2h!

•DT22D~j ,h ,t50 !. (12)

The longitudinal diffusion integral in Eq. (12) is in-
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dependent of lateral coordinates (i.e., x ,y) so that
DM(x ,y ,t) is proportional [Eq. (13)] to the product
of a two-dimensional convolution integral and
time-dependent amplitude [S(t)],

DM~x ,y ,t !5S~t !•E E
j ,h

djdh•~Kc0Kr!~x2j ,y2h ,t !

•DT22D~j ,h ,t50 !. (13)

An expression that relates infrared emission im-
ages recorded at two times, t1,t2 , is derived from
convolution of the lateral thermal point spread
function [Kr Eq. (8a)],

Kr~t2!5Kr~Dt5t22t1!0Kr~t1!. (14)

Since the convolution operation (i.e., * ) is both com-
mutative and associative and the camera point
spread function (Kc) is independent of time, the in-
frared emission image at time t2 is

DM~x ,y ,t2!

5S~t2!•E E
j ,h

djdh•Kr~x2j ,y2h ,t22t1!

3E E
j8,h8

dj8dh8•~Kc0Kr!(j2j8,h2h8,t1)

•DT22D~j8,h8,t50 !. (15)

The basic working equation for our analysis is ob-
tained by rewriting the integrand in Eq. (15) in
terms of DM(x ,y ,t1),

DM~x ,y ,t2!5
S~t2!
S~t1!

•E E
j ,h

djdh•Kr~x2j ,y2h ,t22t1!

•DM~j ,h ,t1!

5C~t2 ,t1!•Kr~Dt !0DM~t1!. (16)

Thus, infrared emission images recorded at any
two times separated by Dt5t22t1 are simply re-
lated by a convolution of the lateral thermal point
spread function [Kr(Dt)] and a constant C(t2 ,t1).
The goal of our analysis is to determine the thermal
diffusivity by estimating the lateral thermal point
spread function from pairs of measured infrared
emission images. Because convolution of two func-
tions simplifies to multiplication in the frequency
domain, we Fourier transform (F ) the basic work-
ing equation [Eq. (16)] in the (x ,y) coordinate plane
and determine x by minimizing f(x ,C ,x0 ,yo)

f~x ,C ,x0 ,y0!5~F DM !~kx ,ky ,t2!

2C•~F Kr!~kx ,ky ,Dt ;x ,x0 ,y0!

•~F DM !~kx ,ky ,t1!. (17)

Parameters x0 and y0 are introduced to account for
any lateral offset between image pairs that may be
present in Kr . In the spatial frequency domain, Eq.
(17) represents a set of nonlinear equations; the un-
known parameters (i.e., x ,C ,x0 ,y0) of the lateral
thermal point spread function [Kr(Dt)] are deter-
mined from each independent pair of infrared
emission images recorded at times separated by
Dt5t22t1 . Mean thermal diffusivity (x̄) is com-
puted by a weighted average of x values obtained
from all pairs of independent infrared emission im-
ages recorded following pulsed laser irradiation of
the biomaterial.

3 METHODS AND RESULTS
Experiments are described that record a time se-
quence of infrared emission images [DM(x ,y ,t)] in
response to pulsed laser irradiation of an in vitro
hydrated type I collagen film containing subsurface
chromophores positioned at a given depth. A modi-
fied Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear least-squares
algorithm is used to estimate the unknown param-
eters (i.e., x ,C ,x0 ,y0) for each independent pair of
infrared emission images.
An in vitro model using thin (i.e., 50 to 150 mm)

type I hydrated collagen films (F1310, Collatec,
Plainsboro, NJ) containing variable amounts of ab-
sorber was used to simulate discrete chromophores
buried in multilayered composite human skin.
Chromophores were constructed by staining a film
with triphenylmethane dye (Aldrich Chemical Co.,
Milwaukee, WI), which absorbs optimally at the
wavelength utilized in the experiments. Discrete
chromophores were prepared by cutting a stained
collagen film (wz=125 mm) with known optical ab-
sorption (ma=40 mm

−1) into a number of thin strips
(wx=100 to 300 mm). A model skin phantom was
constructed by positioning variably spaced (50 to
700 mm) absorbing thin strips underneath a known
thickness (110 mm) of a nonabsorbing collagen film.
Absorbing thin strips and nonabsorbing films were
positioned on a 10-mm thick collagen sponge to
simulate an infinite half-space as in in vivo skin
(Figure 2).
Pulsed (tp=0.45 ms) radiation (l=585 nm) re-

leased from a flashlamp-pumped dye laser (Model

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the in vitro model used in experi-
ments.
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SPTL-1, Candela, Wayland MA) was incident on the
collagen at 30 degrees from the surface normal and
covered a 30-mm2 elliptical area. Immediately fol-
lowing exposure to a 0.4-J laser pulse, a time se-
quence of 35 images of radiometric temperature
[M(x ,y ,t)] was recorded by the IR-FPA camera.
Peak radiometric temperature increases at the sur-
face of the in vitro hydrated collagen film never ex-
ceeded 7°C.
A three-element infrared lens (f/2, 50-mm focal

length) imaged radiometric temperature [R(x ,y ,t)]
onto a 1283128 InSb IR-FPA (Amber Engineering,
Goleta, CA). The collagen was positioned 190 mm
from the infrared imaging lens, giving an image-to-
object linear magnification of 0.4. Efforts to increase
spatial resolution by repositioning the lens resulted
in unacceptable lens aberrations and large dark-
field radiometric temperature variations due to
vignetting. The IR-FPA camera acquired 217 images
of radiometric temperature per second and was ex-
ternally triggered by a digital delay generator opti-
cally triggered by a fast silicon photo receiver. The
infrared signal collected by each detector element in
the IR-FPA was digitized with a 3.5-MHz 12-bit
(0-4, 095) A/D converter, immediately stored in
random access memory, and later downloaded to a
magneto-optic disk storage device (Figure 3). A
bandpass infrared filter (3 to 5 mm) was positioned
near the cold stop of the IR-FPA to reduce back-
ground fluctuations and hence increase the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) [Eq. (18)],

SNR5
DM

NEDT
, (18)

where DM is defined as the mean value of the in-
frared emission image due to laser heated subsur-
face chromophores and NEDT is the noise equiva-
lent temperature difference.3 Infrared emission
images [DM(x ,y ,t)] were calibrated using a
resistor-heated aluminum surface coated with
highly emissive (e'0.967) black paint (TC-303
black, GIE-Tracor, Provo, UT) positioned in object
space conjugate to the IR-FPA. A surface-mounted
thermistor (Model #8681, Keithley, Cleveland, OH)
measured temperature (sensitivity <0.01°C) as the

surface was slowly heated (1°C/min). Lateral spa-
tial resolution was calibrated from an infrared emis-
sion image recorded following pulsed laser irradia-
tion of a thin pigmented measuring scale. Strong
infrared emission from laser-heated pigment de-
marcating millimeter increments on the scale al-
lowed accurate determination of the lateral resolu-
tion of each pixel in the IR-FPA (0.14 mm).
Infrared emission image pairs @DM(x ,y ,t1) and

DM(x ,y ,t2 5 t1 1 Dt)] separated by at least five
frames (i.e., Dt>23 ms) were used to compute each
unknown parameter (i.e., x, C ,x0 ,y0) of the lateral
thermal point spread function [Kr(Dt)] by applica-
tion of the modified Levenberg–Marquardt nonlin-
ear least-squares algorithm.4 Estimates of the stan-
dard deviation of each unknown parameter
(sx ,sC ,sx ,sy) deduced from a pair of infrared
emission images were determined by a method de-
scribed by Gallant.5 Two recorded sequences of 35
infrared emission images of the in vitro hydrated
collagen film allowed computation of 60 indepen-
dent values of thermal diffusivity (x i). For ex-
ample, application of the modified Levenberg–
Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm to
infrared emission image pairs (Figure 4) separated
by Dt=65 ms, gave x=0.10660.001 (mm2/s). By in-
voking the principle of maximum likelihood,6 mean
thermal diffusivity (x̄) deduced from all pairs of
recorded infrared emission images was computed
by a variance-weighted (1/sx i

2 ) average [Eq. (19)]

x̄5
( ix i /sx i

2

( i 1/sx i

2 . (19)

Standard deviation of the mean (sx̄) was deter-
mined [Eq. (20)] from the sum of variances accord-
ing to

sx̄5F 1
N21 (

i
~x i2x̄ !2G 1/2. (20)

The mean thermal diffusivity of type I hydrated

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of instrumentation to record sequence
of infrared emission images [DM(x,y,t)].

Fig. 4 Infrared emission images recorded at (A) t1=4.6 ms, and
(B) t2=69 ms. Thermal diffusivity determined from the illustrated
image pair is x=0.10660.001 (mm2/s). Bar represents 1 mm.
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collagen films at room temperature (22°C) deduced
from 60 recorded infrared emission image pairs is
x̄=0.10360.007 (mm2/s).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The mean thermal diffusivity of type I hydrated
collagen is slightly less than the values for human
skin [0.11 (mm2/s)].7 Due to the presence of protein,
the value of thermal diffusivity in collagenous bio-
materials is reduced from that of pure water [0.146
(mm2/s)] at an equivalent temperature. The water
mass content of type I hydrated collagen films used
in our experiments is 50%; in contrast, the fractional
water mass in human skin, excluding the stratum
corneum, is 70%.8 We expect and our experiments
confirm, therefore, that the thermal diffusivity of
type I hydrated collagen is slightly less than that of
human skin due to a greater fractional protein con-
tent.
The determination of thermal diffusivity using in-

frared imaging radiometry can be substantially im-
proved and applied to a number of diverse bioma-
terials. The development of optimal thermal
excitation and temporal sampling strategies will
give measurement results of higher accuracy with
greater computational economy. For example, al-
though the treatment of heat transfer by blood per-
fusion in Eq. (1) may be invalid in some tissues
such as human skin, the method presented to deter-
mine x is accurate when Dt!Q−1. In human skin,
Q−1'10 to 60 (s), and thus infrared emission image
pairs recorded at times separated by up to Dt=1 (s)
may be used to determine x. Inasmuch as many
previous measurement techniques utilized invasive
or semi-invasive probes, spatial resolution has been
restricted by practical considerations, and accurate
values of in vivo thermal diffusivity are not known.
In contrast, infrared imaging radiometry may allow
an accurate, high spatial resolution, noncontact de-
termination of thermal diffusivity of many bioma-
terials. Experiments that determine x of various
biomaterials are under way in our laboratory and
will be reported in the future.
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